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(Part of PRF-00025 Course Management Data Mart)  

Request 3  

The computer programs/procedures used to upload faculty data into HRS need to be  
verified to ensure they can correctly upload all the faculty data defined in HRS, and  
displayed on screens 01F through 14F. These jobs are currently being used to load some  
of the data from the Medical Center Faculty Database supported by Diane Gagel and the  
files maintained by Gary Lindle in Institutional Research. Additional data could be  
uploaded from these systems, if the users add record types to their HRS upload interface  
based on the HRS design layout. Furthermore, these faculty elements should be reviewed  
to ensure they have edit and translation tables behind them where appropriate. Also,  
element EF208 on screen 08F allows the entry of the degree institution code, but the  
corresponding FICE text description of the institution does not display to the right of the  
number. This needs to be corrected.  

Please contact Judy Kisil to coordinate this project with the users.